THE Proven Hi Build Pool Coating

New Sydney Contractor
Terry Wilson – based in Sydney is new contractor to us and has selected Epotec as the most suitable pool coating. He has applied
Epotec on 7 pools with great success, using different colours, as requested by their clients. The pictures show Pale Jade, Bondi
and Tasman. Last set represents a very difficult job that Terry undertook during and after the recent NSW storms The pool was
repaired and coated before the storms hit, but suffered from ground movement and so was repaired again and finally given a
another coat to provide a uniform finish. A difficult proposition for all concerned. This is just another proof that EPOTEC can be
used in all sorts of situations.
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EPOTEC Pacific in Tasmania
Not very often we supply EPOTEC to Tasmania considering very
small number of pools in the state. Alister took his time to make
sure that preparation procedure was followed. Pacific colour
was chosen, with a spectacular result. His words tell the story:

“I couldn't be happier with the results. First coat had a small
amount of thinners added, seemed to go much better as the
air temp was borderline cool. Second coat, the first tin req a
small amount of thinners. As the day warmed up subsequent
tins did not require any thinning. Thanks for all your help, the
website and contractor information is a great resource.
Will be recommending your products in future”
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EPOTEC, THE Proven Hi Build Epoxy Pool (and Spa) Coating is available for your pool. Be it Fibreglass, Marblesheen,
Pebblecrete or Concrete. EPOTEC will give it a new lease of life. A life that’s long lasting, economic and attractive. We
work with you, DIY, with your painter or an Approved Applicator for a great finish, every time. Warranty available.
See our web site for helpful information and more images of EPOTEC in action www.poolpai nt.com.au
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